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Abstract. Key establishment protocols are used for distributing shared
keying material in a secure manner. In 1995, Bellare and Rogaway presented a three-party server-based key distribution (3PKD) protocol. But
the protocol was recently found insecure and then was fixed by Raymond
Choo et al.. But forward-secrecy is not considered in the revised protocol.
In this paper, we demonstrate that it is not forward secure indeed. We
then revise the protocol to be a password-based authenticated key distribution in the three-party setting and prove our protocol is forward secure
in the random-oracle and ideal-cipher models under the Password-based
Chosen-basis Gap Diffie-Hellman assumption. Our protocol is quite simple and elegant, and rather efficient when compared to previous solutions.
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Introduction

The need for authentication is obvious when two entities communicate on the
Internet. The password-based mechanism is useful for user authentication in
computer network systems. It allows users to be authenticated by remote computer systems via easily memorable passwords and in the absence of public-key
infrastructures or pre-distributed symmetric keys. However, since people like to
choose simply-guessed strings (e.g. personal identity, nickname, birth day, etc.)
as their passwords, many password-based systems are vulnerable to replay attack
or dictionary attacks [1]. Designing a secure password-based system is a precise
task that has attracted many cryptographers. Bellovin and Merritt [1] proposed
the encrypted key exchange (EKE) protocol in 1992. The EKE protocol enables
two communication entities to authenticate each other and to establish a session
key for securing later transmissions via a weak password. Since then, numerous two-party password-based authenticated key exchange (2PAKE) protocols
have been proposed to improve security and performance. However, only a few
take into account the 3-party scenario, e.g., [2–8], where each communication
?
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entity shares a password with a trusted server and any two communication entities can be achieved mutual authentication and secure communication through
the server’s assistance. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, with the exception of the protocols proposed in [6–8], none of the proposed the three-party
password-based authenticated key exchange(3PAKE) enjoys provable security.
However, the protocols in [7, 8] were subsequently shown insecure in [9] and [10]
respectively. As for the protocol proposed in [6], the security was proved in a
model with no Corrupt oracle and thus the forward security for it was still
unknown. Other protocols, such as the symmetric-key-based key distribution
scheme of Bellare and Rogaway [11], do consider the 3-party setting, but not in
the password-based scenario. Recently, the protocol [11] was found insecure and
fixed by by Raymond Choo et al. in [12]. Yet, forward-secrecy is not considered
in the revised protocol.
In this paper, we demonstrate that it is not forward secure indeed. We then
revise the protocol to be a password-based authenticated key distribution in the
three-party setting. One should remark that adding authentication services to
a key establishment protocol is a not trivial since redundancy in the flows of
the protocol can open the door to different forms of attacks [13]. Fortunately,
we can prove our protocol is forward secure in the random-oracle [14] and idealcipher models [15] under the Password-based Chosen-basis Gap Diffie-Hellman
assumption (see section 4). Our protocol is quite simple and elegant and rather
efficient when compared to previous solutions. In particular, the costs for each
participant of the new 3-party protocol are comparable to those of a 2-party
password-based key exchange protocol. Besides, a three party password-based
key distribution protocol is the underlying primitive of the generic construction
in [6]. We hope one will leverage our work to obtain tighter and more meaningful
security measurements for the forward-secrecy of the protocol.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce
the formal model of security for for 3-party key exchange. Next, in Section 3, we
recall the computational assumptions upon which the security of our protocol
is based upon. Section 4 describes the 3PKD revised by Raymond Choo et
al. and demonstrates that the revised protocol is not forward secure indeed.
Section 5 then presents the improved protocol— our 3-party password-based
key distribution protocol— along with its security claims and rigorous proof. In
the last section, We conclude this paper.

2

Security Model for Three-Party Key Exchange

In this section, we introduce the formal security models which will be used in
next section when we show that our protocol is secure in the random-oracle
model. The model was proposed in 2000 by Bellare, Pointcheval and Rogaway
[15], hereafter referred to as the BPR2000 model.
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2.1

The Security Model

The interaction between an adversary A and the protocol participants occurs
only via oracle queries, which model the adversary capabilities in a real attack
(see literature for more details [15, 16].) The types of oracles available to the
adversary are as follows:
– Execute(U1i1 , S j , U2i2 ): This query models passive attacks in which the attacker eavesdrops on honest executions among the client instances U1i1 and
U2i2 and trusted server instance S j . The output of this query consists of the
messages that were exchanged during the honest execution of the protocol.
– SendClient(U i , m): This query models an active attack, in which the adversary may intercept a message and then modify it, create a new one, or simply
forward it to the intended client. The output of this query is the message
that client instance U i would generate upon receipt of message m.
– SendServer(S j , m): This query models an active attack against a server. It
outputs the message that server instance S j would generate upon receipt of
message m.
– Reveal(U i ): If a session key is not defined for instance U i or if a Test query
was asked to either U i or to its partner, then return ⊥. Otherwise, return
the session key held by the instance U i .
2.2

Security Notions

In order to define a notion of security for the key exchange protocol, we consider
a game in which the protocol P is executed in the presence of the adversary A. In
this game, we first choose the long-lived keys for each participant, provide coin
tosses and oracles to A, and then run the adversary, letting it ask any number
of queries as described above, in any order.
Forward Security. In order to model the forward secrecy (semantic security) of
the session key, we consider a game Gameake−f s (A, P), in which two additional
oracles are available to the adversary: the T est(U i ) and Corrupt(U ): oracle.
– T est(U i ): This query tries to capture the adversary’s ability to tell apart
a real session key from a random one. In order to answer it, we first flip a
(private) coin b and then forward to the adversary either the session key sk
held by U i (i.e., the value that a query Reveal(U i ) would output) if b = 1
or a random key of the same size if b = 0.
– Corrupt(U ): This query returns to the adversary the long-lived key (e.g.
passwords pwU in the password-based scenario) for participant U . As in
[15], we assume the weak corruption model in which the internal states of
all instances of that user are not returned to the adversary.
The T est-oracle can be queried at most once by the adversary A and is only
available to A if the attacked instance U i is FS-Fresh, which is defined to avoid
cases in which adversary can trivially break the security of the scheme. In this
setting, we say that a session key sk is FS-Fresh if all of the following hold:
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(1) the instance holding sk has accepted, (2) no Corrupt-query has been asked
since the beginning of the experiment; and (3) no Reveal-query has been asked
to the instance holding sk or to its partner (defined according to the session
identification). In other words, the adversary can only ask T est-queries to instances which had accepted before the Corrupt query is asked. Let Succ denote
the event in which the adversary successfully guesses the hidden bit b used
by T est oracle. The FS-AKE advantage of an adversary A is then defined as
ake−f s
AdvP
(A) = 2P r[Succ] − 1 . The protocol P is said to be (t, ε)-FS-AKEsecure if A’s advantage is smaller than ε for any adversary A running with time
t. The definition of time-complexity that we use henceforth is the usual one,
which includes the maximum of all execution times in the experiments defining
the security plus the code size [17].
In the password-based scenario, key exchange protocols are said to be secure
against dictionary attacks if the advantage of an attacker in distinguishing a real
session key from a random key is less than O(n/ |D|) + ²(k) where |D| is the size
of the dictionary D, n is the number of active sessions and ²(k) is a negligible
function depending on the security parameter k.
Note 1. In the original security models, A was required to output the guess bit
of b immediately after making a T est query. However, such a requirement is
not strong enough to guarantee security for certain applications(see section 4).
Therefore, this restriction has been removed in the current models.

3

Algorithmic Assumptions

The arithmetic is in a finite cyclic group G = hP i of order a k-bit prime number
q, where the operation is denoted addictively.
3.1

GDH-Assumption

A (t, ε) − CDHP,G attacker, in a finite cyclic group G of prime order q with P as
a generator, is a probabilistic machine ∆ running in time t such that its success
probability Succcdh
P,G (A), given random elements xP and yP to output xyP , is
greater than ε:
Succcdh
P,G (A) = P r[∆(xP, yP ) = xyP ] ≥ ε.
We denote by Succcdh
P,G (t) the maximal success probability over every adversaries
running within time t. The CDH-Assumption states that Succcdh
P,G (t) ≥ ε for any
t/ε not too large.
A (t, n, ε) − GDHP,G attacker is a (t, ε) − CDHP,G attacker, with access
to an additional oracle: a DDH-oracle, which on any input (xP, yP, zP ) answers
whether z = xy mod q. Its number of queries is limited to n. As usual, we denote
by Succgdh
P,G (n, t) the maximal success probability over every adversaries running
within time t. The GDH-Assumption states that Succgdh
P,G (n, t) ≥ ε for any t/ε
not too large [18].
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3.2

PCGDH-Assumption

The so-called Password-based Chosen-basis CDH (PCCDH) problem is a variation of the computational Diffie-Hellman that is more appropriate to the passwordbased setting: Let D = {1, · · · , |D|} be a dictionary containing |D| equally
likely password values. Now let us consider an adversary A that runs in two
stages. In the first stage, the adversary is given as input two random elements
U and V in G as well as the dictionary D and it outputs an element M in
G (the chosen-basis). Next, we choose a password pw ∈ D randomly and give
it to the adversary. The goal of the adversary in this second stage is to output
K = CDH(M +pwU, V ). We denote by Succpccdh
P,G,D (t) the maximal success probability over every adversaries A running within time t. An (t, ε) − P CCDHP,G,D
attacker is a probabilistic machine running in time t such that its success probability Succpccdh
P,G,D (A) is greater than 1/|D| + ε. The PCCDH-Assumption states
that Succpccdh
P,G,D (t) ≥ 1/|D| + ε for any t/ε not too large. Fortunately, the new
assumption is not stronger than the CDH-Assumption [19, 20]. Similarly, we can
define the PCGDH-Assumption.

4

Rmarks on Raymond Choo’s protocol

In this section, we revisit Raymond Choo’s protocol and demonstrate that the
revised protocol is not forward secure indeed.
As illustrated in Fig.1., Raymond Choo’s protocol involves three parties, a

Fig. 1. An execution of Raymond Choo’s protocol

trusted server S and two principals A and B who wish to establish communication. The security goal of this protocol is to distribute a session key between
two communication principals (i.e. the key establishment goal), which is suitable
enc
for establishing a secure session. In the protocol, the notation {message}KAS
enc
and the
denotes the encryption of some message under the encryption key KAS
M AC denotes the computation of MAC digest of some mesnotation [message]KAS
M AC
enc
sage under the MAC key KAS
. KAS
is the encryption key shared between A
M AC
enc
and B, and KAS is the MAC key shared between A and B. Both keys, KAS
M AC
and KAS , are independent of each other.
The protocol begins by having A randomly select a k-bit challenge RA and
send it to the B with whom she desires to communicate. Upon receiving the
message RA from A, B also randomly selects a k-bit challenge RB and sends
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RB together with RA as a message (RA ,RB ) to the server S. S, upon receiving the message (RA ,RB ) from B, runs the session key generator to obtain a session key SKAB , which has not been used before. S then encrypts
enc
enc
SKAB with KAS
and KBS
to obtain ciphertexts αA and αB , and computes
enc ) and
the MAC digests βA and βB of the strings (A, B, RA , RB , {SKAB }KAS
M AC
M AC
enc ) under the keys K
(A, B, RA , RB , {SKAB }KBS
and
K
respectively.
S
AS
BS
then sends messages (αA , βA , RB ) and (αB , βB ) to A and B respectively in Steps
3a and 3b of the protocol.
Unfortunately, forward-secrecy is not considered in the protocol. Indeed the
revised protocol is not forward secure since any adversary who knows the longenc
enc
lived encryption keys KAS
or KBS
certainly can obtain the session key by
decrypting αA and αB respectively. Now we describe the attack in the BPR2000
mode and illustrate that it is wrong to make the restriction that the T est query
be the adversary’s last. It is especially important to understand the security proof
in Section 5.2. We assume a malicious adversary A runs the game simulation
Game as follows. As a preliminary step, A eavesdrops on honest executions
among the client instances U1i1 and U2i2 and trusted server instance S j and
obtains the messages αA , αB . When the session is accepted, A makes a T est
oracle query to the client instance U1i1 or U2i2 . We should note that the session
is still fresh at this moment. A continues making a Corrupt oracle query to the
enc
enc
principal and knows its long-lived key KAS
or KBS
and thus the session key
and the bit b involved in the T est oracle. Eventually, A terminates the game
simulation and outputs the value of b correctly. Our attack demonstrates that
the protocol is not forward secure in the BPR2000 model. However, if A was
required to output the guess bit of b immediately after making a T est query,
the attack described above would have not been captured. Therefore, removal of
this restriction is quite important to guarantee security.

5

Our Three-Party Password-Based Protocol

As we mentioned in Section 1, the original key distribution scheme of Raymond
Choo et al. [12] is not in the password-based scenario. In this section, we revised it
to be a password-based authenticated key distribution protocol and provide the
rigorous proof of forward-security for it based on the hardness of the Passwordbased Chosen-basis Gap Diffie-Hellman problem. The security proof is in the
random oracle model and the ideal-cipher model. It assumes that the clients
willing to establish a common secret session key share passwords with a common
server and the latter is a trusted server.
5.1

Description

As illustrated on Fig.2. (with an honest execution of the 3PAKD protocol), the
protocol runs between two clients A, B and a server S, and the session-key sk
is a random value chosen by S and distributed to the clients. Client and server
initially share a low-quality password P W , uniformly drawn from the dictionary
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D. In Fig.2, by U2 ←−−−−− U1 we mean that user U1 sends message to user
send

Public information: G, q, Hi
Secret information: P WA , P WB ∈ G
Client A
Server S
Client B
R

R

x ←− Zq ,X ∗ ← xP − P WA

y ←− Zq ,Y ∗ ← yP − P WA

A,X ∗

B,Y ∗

A −−−−→ S
send

S ←−−−− B
send

R

t ←− Zq ,T ← tP
ZAS ← t(X + P WA )
KAS ← H1 (IDAS , ZAS )
αA ← EKAS (sk)
µA ← H2 (IDAS , αA , ZAS )
ZBS ← t(Y + P WB )
KBS ← H1 (IDBS , ZBS )
αB ← EKBS (sk)
µB ← H2 (IDBS , αB , ZBS )
S,α

ZAS ← xT

,T ,µ

S,α

,T ,µ

A
A
B
B
A ←−−−
−−−−
− S −−−−
−−−−
→B
send
send

?

ZBS ← yT
?

µA = H2 (IDAS , αA , ZAS )
if false, terminates
KAS ← H1 (IDAS , ZAS )
skA ← DKAS (αA )
νA ← H0 (IDAS , ZAS )

µB = H2 (IDBS , αB , ZBS )
if false, terminates
KBS ← H1 (IDBS , ZBS )
skB ← DKBS (αB )
νB ← H0 (IDBS , ZBS )

ν

ν

A
A −−−
−→ SA
send
terminates and accepts

B
SB ←−−
−− B
send
terminates and accepts
?

νA = H1 (IDAS , ZAS )
if false, terminates
?

νB = H1 (IDBS , ZBS )
if false, terminates
terminates and accepts

Fig. 2. The password-based authenticated key distribution

U2 . Hash functions from {0, 1}∗ to {0, 1}l are denoted Hi for i = 0, 1, 2. A block
cipher is denoted (EK , DK ) where K is its private key.
The protocol consists of three flows. First, each client chooses an ephemeral
public key by choosing a random element in Zq and raising P to the that power,
encrypts it using his password, and sends it to the server. Upon receiving a
message from each client, the server decrypts these messages to recover each
client’s ephemeral public key, chooses a random index t ∈ Zq , exponentiates
each of the ephemeral public keys to the t-th power as the Diffie-Hellman keys
Z, and at the same time raises P to the that power as his ephemeral public
key. Then the server computes the private keys K for the block cipher via a
hash function H0 using as input ID and Z, and encrypts the session key sk to
be distributed subsequently as the encrypted value α using the block cipher E
with private key K. In the end, the server computes the authenticators µ via a
hash function H1 using as input ID, α and Z. Here, ID represents the string
consisting of the transcript of the conversation among the clients and the server
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and the password. More specifically, IDAS is A, B, S, P WA , X ∗ , T and IDBS is
A, B, S, P WB , Y ∗ , T . This is just for simplicity.
In the second round of messages, the server sends to each client his identity
S, the encrypted values α, his ephemeral public key T and the authenticators
µ. Upon receiving a message from the server, each client computes the DiffieHellman key Z, and the authenticators µ. Then he checks the authenticator
received is valid. If it is invalid, he simply abolishes and terminates the execution
of the protocol. Otherwise, he proceeds to compute the private keys K for the
block cipher and to recover the session key sk. In addition, he also computes his
authenticator ν via a hash function H2 .
In the third round of messages, the client sends his authenticator ν to the
server S and accepts and terminates the execution of the protocol. Upon receiving the authenticator from the two clients, the server S checks the authenticators
received —νA andνB — are valid. If both of them are valid, accepts and terminates the execution of the protocol.
Note 2. One should remark that the last round of messages is necessarily included so that the servers can detect online dictionary attacks as pointed out
in [21]. For 3-party PAKE protocols, only adding mutual authentication between two communicating clients in the end can not enhance those protocols
to be resistant to undetectable on-line dictionary attacks. Unlike 2-party protocols, malicious attacker can play the legal role of client users and interacts with
trusted servers to guess the value of passwords.
Our protocol is quite efficient, only requiring a small amount of computation
by each user. In what concerns block cipher computations, hash computations,
each client only has to perform 1 block cipher computation, and 3 hash computations; and the server only has to perform 2 block cipher computations, and
6 hash computations. All these can be done efficiently and their computational
complexity can be neglected. The most expensive part of our protocol is the
number of scalar multiplication, which entails the highest computational complexity. Since each client needs to perform 2 scalar multiplications and the server
3 scalar multiplications, our protocol has a per-user computational cost that is
comparable to that of the underlying two-party encrypted key exchange. When
compared to previous solution in [6], our protocol requires at least one less scalar
multiplication for each participant and thus certainly more efficient.
5.2

Security

As the following theorem states, our 3PAKD is a forward-secure 3-party passwordbased key distribution protocol as long as the Password-based Chosen-basis Gap
Diffie-Hellman problem is hard in G . The specification of this protocol is found
on Fig.2.
Theorem 1. Let D be a uniformly distributed dictionary of size |D|. Let P
describe the 3-party password-based authenticated key distribution protocol associated with these primitives as defined in Fig.2. Then,
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ake−f s
AdvP
(A) ≤

(2qp +qs )2
q

+

2
2qE
q

+

2
qh
2l

+

2qs
|D|

+

4qs +2qp
2l

+ 4Succpcgdh
P,G,D (qh , t + 2τ ),

where qs denotes the number of active interactions with the parties (Send-queries);
qp denotes the number of passive eavesdroppings (Execute-queries); qh denotes
the number of hash queries to Hi ; qE denotes the number of encryption/decryption
queries; and τ denotes the computational time for an exponentiation in G.
Due to the limitation of the paper length, the complete proof is to be included
in the full version of this paper.
Note 3. The ideal-cipher model is very strong (even stronger than the idealhash model) and yet there are natural and apparently-good ways to instantiate
an ideal cipher for use in practical protocols (see [22]). Working in this model
does not render trivial the goals that this paper is interested in, and it helps
make for protocols that achieve provably forward security. We can only prove
the proposed scheme is sematic secure but forward secure if we do not assume
ideal cipher model. There seems to be some collisions with some technique that
is used in our proof when we attempts to reduce an adversary against forward
security of the protocol to an adversary against the classical security definition
of the encryption scheme.
Rationale for the scheme. At first thought, you may wonder how we can
make the original protocol forward-secure by adding password-authentication
services. Now let us reconsider the attack in the section 4. In that case, the adversary A that eavesdrops on honest executions and then corrupts any player of
the target session can compute the ephemeral public keys but should not be able
to compute the Diffie-Hellman key and thus the private key and the session key.
Therefore,we can prove our protocol is forward-secure in the BRP2000 model.
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Conclusion

We have shown Raymond Choo’s protocol is not forward-secure in the BPR2000
model. Following that, we have presented a 3-party password-based authenticated key distribution protocol by adding password-authenti- cation services to
Raymond Choo’s protocol. Furthermore, we have proved the forward-security
for our protocol under the Password-based Chosen-basis Gap Diffie-Hellman assumption in the BPR2000 model. When compared with previous solutions in the
password-based scenario, our protocol is efficient. The costs for each participant
of the new 3-party protocol are comparable to those of a 2-party encrypted key
exchange protocol.
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